DATE: 15 October 2018
This quiz is worth 20% of your final course grade. It is composed of two parts. Please distribute your time and energy according to the value of each section.

PART ONE: ESSAY (30 MARKS). Answer ONE of the following questions with an essay. Remember that your essay should have an argument that answers the question, and evidence which supports the argument. Briefly explain the context and tell the reader what kinds of criteria you are taking into account in your analysis (i.e. the concept(s) or theoretical stance). Finish with a conclusion.

1. Sample question: Compare and contrast the types of development NGOs described by Crewe (“Doing development differently: Rituals of hope and despair in an INGO” and Budabin et al. (“Celebrity-led development organisations: the legitimating function of elite engagement”). Which type is better and why? (Note, your answer to this question will form your argument.)

PART TWO: SHORT ANSWER (10 MARKS). Answer ONE of the following questions. Remember, you are trying to show that you really understand the concept; note the context as you explain the concept; and give an example. You may not write on a concept or article you discussed in Part One.

3. What does ___ mean by “___”? (example: What do Budabin et al. mean by “authenticity”?)

THE END